CONFIDENTIAL

February 19th, 1975.

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. BRYCE
Amending procedure and "patriation"
of the constitution
Thank you for your "notes" of yesterday's
date about "what we decided".

I have now done a

new memorandum for the Prime Minister, a copy of
which is attached.

As you will see, I have borrowed

pretty heavily from your formulation of the
"substance of proposals".

I am anxious that the

Prime Minister get this during the present week in
case there may be some prospect of his giving us
some comments and views before he gets away.

lP. ~~
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NOTES OF WHAT WE DECIDED ABOUT "PATRIATION"
A.

Proposed Sequence of Events
1.
Put before the P.M. by March 15 (i) a fi rs
draft of possible addresses by the two Houses of
Parliament proposing the adbon to be taken by the U . K
Parliament, and (ii) a memorandum on the problems, pros
and cons, and suggested procedures.
2.
The P.M. would raise the matter informally with
the provincial First Ministers either during the April
Conference or, perhaps better, soon after it by phone or
letter, proposing that R.G.R. and one or two others visit
each of them to explore informally the possibility of
some move toward the patriation of the Constitution
together with some understanding of how an amendment
formula might be incorporated into it if the provinces
agreed.
3.
R.G.R. would subsequently visit the provincial
First Ministers as soon as the time was considered
gropitious to discuss this matter and perhaps others.
('Some attention should probably be given to the order of
the visits.
It might be well to start with Alberta to
ascertain how much trouble might be expected there, then
go to Ontario in the hope of getting some possible support
"such as Mr. Robarts provided" and then to Quebec when it
had been decided whether a strong line could be taken to
move quickly.
After that, others could be met in the
West and the East.)
4.
Assuming that no unexpected serious reactions
were met on the part of the provinces there would be some
proposals made publicly which would lead to public provincial
reactions.
We did not discuss whether there should be a
conference of First Ministers.
That may be necessary or
desirable.
5.
The matter should then be put before Parliament
as promptly as possible (July or October?).
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B.

Substance of Proposals
1.
Parliament would be asked to approve formal
Addresses to the Queen, which would ask her to cause a
bill to be laid before the U.K. Parliament on Canada•s
behalf.
2.
The U.K. Parliament would be asked:
(i) to
amend the BNA Act to change the title to say "The
Constitution of Canada Act" and to incorporate into that
Act a new Part containing in essence Part IX of the
·victoria Charter (together with those details of Part X
of that Charter that would remove the duplication in the
powers to amend, e.g. 91(1) and 92 (1~ 1 with a proviso
t hQ t this new Part would onl ta e Qff~c wher~ i t had
been a ·-.·
e
· i.sla ure.51 of ach
appitoval should og.; '" be revo·c a
. ere
a .fur· . er prov so ha · ,b , ore the new Pax c:ome~ nto
·.e~fec ~ ahy pa r
of the Ac th~t c~nno otherw'se be
mended! could be amended by oncur:ren t. action by
Pa l ament and sll ten provinc al egisl t uresi and
i i) t o amend the Statute of Westminister 1931 to delete
~paragraphs (1) and (3) of Section 7.
1
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(Question -- do we ask U.K. to amend various other U.K.
acts set forth in the schedule to Part X of the Victoria
Charter?)
When the Address is before the House of Commons
the P.M. would table what the government would propose as
p arts of the first amendment to be made to the Constitution
•O f Canada Act once the proposed amending formula had
r eceived the assent of all the provincial legislatures.
This would presumably include as much of the Victoria Charter
as the government feels would be acceptable as a package. It
might also announce its willingness to negotiate with the
provincial governments further changes to be incorporated in
the first package of amendments once the amending formula
was approved.
3.

